1. In this film, the characters from The Muppet Show venture into the real world for the first time. They want their audience to know the story of how they all met and started their careers in the movie industry. Kermit the frog is first approached by a Hollywood producer in the swamp, where he was happily playing his mandolin while sitting on a log. Compelled to follow his dream to stardom, he leaves the swamp and starts the journey. Pretend you are leaving for college to study the career of your dreams. What would you miss the most from your life at home? Write or draw your answer below.

2. Kermit continues to be chased by Doc Hopper, the fast food franchiser who wants to recruit Kermit for an unthinkable job. Read the quote below and write down what would be Kermit’s role in Doc’s company.

"- Doc Hopper: Isn't that splendid? Just splendid! Just take a look at it.
- Kermit the Frog: All I can see are millions of frogs with tiny crutches."
pointing to a billboard showing a bucket of "Doc Hopper's French Fried Frog Legs"
Hitting the road to stardom, Kermit meets his new pals Fozzie Bear, Miss Piggy, Rowlf, Gonzo and the rest of the gang, and together they embark on a cross-country quest to find the rainbow connection and take Hollywood by storm. Color all muppets and write the name of your favorite one. Why is it your favorite?

My favorite muppet is ____________________________

because ____________________________